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As the traffic in the Internet grows all day and all night, optical networks are emerging 
as the predominant transport layer technology for the next generation communication 
networks. Optical networking studies have been conducted over the past dozen years 
or so. This field has matured enormously over this time. Modern transport networks 
increasingly employ wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technology to utilize 
the vast transmission bandwidth of fiber. WDM is based on transmission of data over 
separate wavelength channels on each fiber. 
 
In a WDM optical network, the failure of network elements (e.g., fiber links and 
optical cross-connects) may cause the failure of several optical channels, therefore 
leading to large data loss. So the failure tolerance is an essential issue for a WDM 
network. A network with restoration capability requires redundant capacity to be used 
to give restoration guarantee, and a primary concern in designing such networks is to 
provide robustness with minimal redundancy. 
 
Provisioning of a transport network refers to assigning network resources for a static 
traffic demand. Efficient provisioning is essential in minimizing the investment made 
on the network to accommodate a given demand. In WDM networks, provisioning 
means routing and wavelength selection for a set of end-to-end lightpath demands, 
given a demand distribution and a network topology, with the objective of minimizing 
 iv
the network resource usage. 
 
In this thesis, Quality of Protection (QoP) is considered while provisioning survivable 
WDM networks. Different from the traditional protection schemes, QoP does not 
protect the entire traffic on the working path. Bandwidth is assigned to the backup 
paths according to the connection request’s QoP grade, which in the range of 0 to 1, 
specifies the ratio of the backup bandwidth to the working bandwidth. Formulation of 
the problem is provided. Because the optimal solution to this problem is 
computationally intractable, heuristic solutions are developed for networks with and 
without wavelength continuity constraints. Simulations are conducted on two different 
network topologies and the results are discussed. 
 
Key words: Wavelength division multiplexing, provisioning, survivability, quality of 
protection. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
As networks face increasing bandwidth demand, network providers are moving 
towards a crucial milestone in network evolution: the optical network. Optical 
networks are high capacity telecommunication networks based on optical technologies 
and components that provide routing, grooming, and restoration at the wavelength 
level as well as wavelength based services so that they provide higher capacity and 
reduced costs for new applications such as video and multimedia interaction, and 
advanced digital services. 
 
1.1 History of Optical Networks 
In the early 1980’s, a revolution in telecommunication networks began [1], spawned by 
the use of a new technology: fiber optic cable. From then on, the tremendous cost 
savings and increased network quality have led to a lot of improvement in the 
technologies for optical networks, the benefits of which began to be realized. 
 
Telecommunication networks have evolved for almost a century time. Throughout this 
history, the digital network has evolved in three fundamental stages: asynchronous, 
synchronous, and optical networks. Asynchronous Networks were the first generation 
digital networks. In these networks, signals in each network element are transmitted 
according to its own internal clock. Besides the bit error issue caused by the difference 
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of the clocks among the network components, it is hard for network providers to 
interconnect equipments from different vendors. The need for optical standards led to 
the emergence of the synchronous optical network (SONET) [2]. SONET specified 
the standards of line rates, coding schemes, bit-rate hierarchies, and operations and 
maintenance functionality. SONET also defined the types of network elements, 
network architectures that vendors could implement, and the functionality that each 
node in the network must perform. Since then, network providers could use different 
vendors’ equipments, ensuring basic interoperability. As higher network speed is 
achieved, physical limitations in the laser sources and optical fiber begin to make the 
implementation of endlessly increasing the bit rate on each signal impractical. 
Customers are requiring more services and operations, and are carrying more and 
different types of data traffic. To provide full end-to-end connectivity, a new solution 
was needed to meet the high capacity and various needs. Wavelength Division 
Multiplexing (WDM) [3] optical networks provide enough bandwidth and flexibility 
to enable end-to-end wavelength services. WDM optical networks are based on 
wavelengths. This is the key difference between WDM optical network and other 
optical networks. The components of the WDM optical networks are defined according 
to how the wavelengths are transmitted, groomed, or implemented in the networks.  
 
1.2 Benefits of WDM Optical Networks 
Today, WDM is the best technology currently available to handle the rapidly 
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increasing demand for bandwidth in telecommunications networks. In a WDM optical 
network, end users communicate with each other through all-optical channels called 
lightpaths. By wavelength multiplexing, these lightpaths offer huge bandwidth for 
users. In WDM optical networks, one can simply turn to a different color of light in the 
same fiber to achieve more bandwidth. Upgrading in WDM networks is much less 
expensive than the one that is necessary with a SONET/SDH solution. The most 
attracting feature of WDM is its low cost solution compared with its huge bandwidth 
capacity: three times cost will amount to 30 times the capacity [4]. Besides these 
benefits, WDM also provides a secure network, needs low power and requires low 
maintenance. 
 
WDM itself provides the ability to establish lightpaths. This may greatly reduce the 
number of hops in the network. The fewer hops the traffic, the less queuing and 
intermediate processing are carried out in the network. This is very important to real 
time services. A lot of applications requiring Quality of Service (QoS) [5] [6] would 
benefit from having a single lightpath from one edge to the other edge of the network 
or from one major city to another major city just by having an optical cut-through 
(without optic-electric-optic conversion) lightpath. WDM also offers improved 
rerouting and protection switching and transparency in signals. It can carry a mix of 
analog and digital signals and protocols. Since it is protocol transparent, it does not 
matter what a wavelength is carrying in its payload. Although the initial deployments 
of WDM were point to point for transport, mesh topologies with more intelligence are 
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now preferred by the users. Thus the WDM is evolving from a dumb tactical transport 
to an intelligent reconfigurable network layer technology. 
 
1.3 Thesis Overview 
1.3.1 Contribution 
Similar to the concept of QoS, different classes of protection can be considered for 
optical networks [7]. According to the priority of the services in the network, different 
amount of network resources (lightpaths, ports, wavelength converters, etc.) are 
allocated to each connection to provide protection. Some of the connections in the 
network do not need full protection; they can even be preempted to provide necessary 
resources for more important connection. Based on this concept, how to minimize the 
network resource usage for a set of connections with different degrees of protection is 
an important issue in an IP/WDM network. It is well known that the optimal RWA 
problem is NP-complete for static lightpath establishment [8]. Since it is not practical 
to solve such problem for large-sized networks, heuristic algorithms are needed. We 
develop heuristic provisioning algorithms for a survivable WDM network with the 
concept of Quality of Protection (QoP) [9]. The QoP grade, in the range of 0 to 1, of 
a connection can be considered as the priority level of the connection in the network. 
The higher the QoP grade is, the more important the connection is. For each 
connection request, to protect the primary path in the event of failure, reduced 
bandwidth is allocated to the backup path if the QoP grade is less than 1. Suppose that 
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the bandwidth on the primary path for a connection request is 1 unit in terms of 
wavelength capacity, and the QoP grade of this connection request is 0.3. The 
bandwidth on the backup path for this connection request is 3.03.01 =×  units, not 1 
as in traditional full protection schemes. So, for each connection request, the 
bandwidth reserved for backup path is significantly reduced. Connections traversing 
the same primary physical path also share the same risk of failure such that these 
connections can use the same backup path. Hence the bandwidth is efficiently utilized. 
Load balancing (i.e., uniform wavelength usage) is a desired feature in routing policy 
for WDM networks, and it consists in distributing the load as much as possible on the 
network in order to delay the occurrence of congestion. Hence, future requests will be 
accepted with higher probability in a load balanced network than in a load un-balanced 
network. To achieve load balancing after provisioning the connection request, we 
check the maximum number of wavelengths in the network. If the load in the network 
is un-balanced, rerouting and re-assigning wavelengths for some of the connection 
requests is necessary. First, we study the case for WDM networks with wavelength 
convertibility. This algorithm can also be modified to apply to WDM networks without 
wavelength convertibility. Simulation was carried out to test the performance of this 
algorithm on networks with different topologies. In networks with unlimited number of 
wavelengths, the objective is to minimize the total number of wavelengths used. While 
in networks with limited number of wavelengths, the objective is to maximize the total 
number of acceptable connection requests. The performance of our algorithm is also 
studied in networks with/without wavelength limit. We compare the performance of 
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our algorithm with that of the full protection schemes. We discuss the results, 
explaining the factors that affect the performance of our algorithm. 
 
1.3.2 Thesis Organization 
The thesis is organized into five chapters. The content of each chapter is summarized 
as given bellow:  
 
Chapter2 presents protection and provisioning issues in WDM networks. Related work 
in these areas is presented. Formulation of the provisioning problem in survivable 
WDM networks with QoP concept is presented. Chapter3 provides heuristic solutions 
to the provisioning problem, including multi-path searching, wavelength assignment 
and load balancing. Simulation results and analysis are also presented in this chapter. 
Chapter4 presents a provisioning method proposed and simulation results in a network 
with wavelength continuity constraints. Chapter5 makes concluding remarks and 
discusses the future work. 
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Chapter 2: Basic Concepts and Problem Definition 
 
In the future, IP-over-WDM (also referred to as IP/WDM) [4] layering will depend on 
the ability of the IP layer to provide quality of service. Also, it would depend on 
whether the WDM network would be survivable and as robust as the SONET/SDH. 
The rate of evolution would also depend on whether the interfaces would be cheap 
enough for the IP-over-WDM to be commercially attractive. 
 
2.1 Architecture of IP-over-WDM Networks 
The development of IP/WDM technology and networking architecture can be 
classified into three generations [10]: (i) IP over Point-to-Point DWDM, (ii) IP over 
Reconfigurable WDM, (iii) IP over Switched WDM. 
 
2.1.1 IP over Point-to-Point DWDM 
Dense WDM (DWDM) [11] systems are deployed in the first generation for 
point-to-point high-bandwidth communication among routers. Usually, SONET takes 
charge of framing and transporting overhead information on the WDM channels. 
SONET encapsulates IP packets in its frames with Packet-over-SONET schemes for 
later transportation.. Figure 2.1 shows the architecture of IP over point-to-point WDM 
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network. 
 
Figure 2.1 Architecture of an IP over point-to-point WDM network 
 
In an IP over point-to-point DWDM architecture, IP routers directly connect with their 
peers through multi-wavelength fiber links. In this architecture, the network topology 
is fixed, and the network configurations are all static. Management systems for such 
networks are usually centralized, and the interaction between the IP layer and WDM 
layer is least compared with other architectures. 
 
2.1.2 IP over Reconfigurable WDM 
The second generation IP/WDM system is IP over reconfigurable WDM network. In 
this architecture, WDM channels are routed in the WDM network with WDM 
cross-connects. It utilizes the WDM bandwidth more efficiently than the first 
generation networks. Due to the ability of reconfiguration implemented in this 
generation of products, it is possible to move protection switching and restoration 
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directly into the optical layer, thereby eliminating the need for the SONET layer 
between the IP layer and the optical layer. Wavelength cross-connect (WXC) [3] is 
the key component in this network architecture. A WXC can switch the traffic from 
any of its input port to any of its output port. Figure 2.2 illustrates how the components 
are connected with each other. In this architecture, the WXCs are interconnected in a 
mesh configuration with multi-wavelength WDM fiber links as service layer and the IP 
layer as the client layer. By appropriately configuring the WXCs, a given router 
interface can be connected to any other one at any other router. Therefore, such 
configuration provides a flexible interface for the routers. 
 
Figure 2.2 Architecture of an IP over reconfigurable WDM network [10] 
 
Due to the flexibility of this architecture, several different models: 
• Overlay model. The IP layer and WDM layer interact like a client-server mode, 
with IP being the client layer and WDM layer being the server layer. The 
routers in IP network layer connect with their neighbours through the 
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Wavelength Add/Drop Multiplexer (WADM) [3] and WXC (or OXC, Optical 
Cross-Connect) in the WDM layer. Both the layers provide the management 
and control functions for themselves, and well-defined interfaces provide the 
interaction between the two layers. 
• Integrated model. The IP layer and WDM layer are merged into one single 
layer. In this model, the IP router and the OXC are integrated together and exist 
as a single network element. Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [12] 
[13] and its lambda variant (MPλ S) are used to provide the management and 
control plane in this model.  
• Peering model. Devices in each of the two layers interact in a peer-to-peer 
relationship. In this model, MPLS and its lambda variant MPλ S still provide 
the management and control plane. However, unlike the integrated model, 
where the IP routers and OXCs employ a common addressing plan, exterior 
gateway protocols provide the two layers different routing and signaling 
domains such that the routers and the OXCs interact with each other like peers 
in the network just like in a single layer. 
2.1.3 IP over Switched WDM 
In the third generation of IP/WDM systems, i.e. IP over Switched WDM networks, 
WDM packet switches directly transport the IP packets. In laboratory trials, WDM 
packet-switches have been demonstrated successfully, including in the DARPA funded 
Optical Label Switching Project [14]. In this architecture, the WDM layer directly 
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supports per-packet-switching capability, as opposed to simply providing 
ingress-to-egress lightpaths. Hence, a much finer grain sharing than IP over 
point-to-point and re-configurable WDM can be provided in this structure. Several 
WDM switching approaches have been proposed, including Optical Burst Switching 
(OBS) [15] [16] [17], and Optical Label Switching (OLS) [14]. 
 
2.2 Issues in WDM Optical Networks 
As IP/WDM networking architecture matures from a point-to-point architecture 
towards more dynamic re-configurable and switched architecture, two main trends 
come with the increasing flexibility and agility in networking equipments: 
• A shift-away from static planned resource allocation and service provisioning, 
towards dynamic on-demand resource allocation and service provisioning. 
• A shift-away from centralized management and off-line optimization strategies 
towards distributed control and on-line heuristics in network and traffic 
management. 
 
In recent years, as telecommunication networks face explosive IP traffic growth, 
management and control system in the IP/WDM networks have to become more 
intelligent to produce a more autonomous network, thereby simplifying and reducing 
the cost of network operations [17] [18] [19]. In this condition, several management 
and control issues are worth of studying. 
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2.2.1 IP/WDM Configuration and Routing 
Reconfigurable IP/WDM networks raise new issues concerning the routing in optical 
networks. Optical layer control planes based on MPLS and other Internet protocols 
hold great promise because of their proven scalability, ability to support rapid 
provisioning, and auto discovery and self-inventory capabilities [20]. Wavelength 
circuit routing may be carried out by link state routing protocols. However, it is not the 
same as IP layer routing because WDM layer routing must be load dependent. That 
means that a WDM fiber cannot admit new wavelength circuit when all its wavelength 
channels are consumed. 
 
Another routing issue in IP over reconfigurable WDM networks is that wavelength 
routing is affected if the OXCs in the network can perform wavelength conversion. 
Wavelength conversion helps to reduce connection blocking probabilities. Optical 
wavelength-conversion technology is very expensive at present. Hence all-optical 
cross-connects that support wavelength conversion have to be deployed sparingly in 
the network. Depending on the capability of the cross-connects, the wavelength 
routing algorithm has to consider the wavelength continuity constraint.  
 
2.2.2 IP/WDM Fault Localization and Recovery 
To utilize IP/WDM networks’ tremendous traffic capacity in the next generation 
Internet, the network must provide fault management techniques to combat fiber 
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failures which will cause huge data loss if no protection is provided [21].  
 
Fault detection and localization in IP/WDM networks was more difficult compared 
with the fault localization only in IP layer. The problem becomes even more complex 
in IP over re-configurable WDM networks, because the wavelength circuits in the 
WDM layer may change from time to time. The parameters provided by the optical 
WDM layer are mostly low level analog signal parameters such as optical signal power, 
optical SNR, and wavelength registration measurements [22] bearing no fixed 
definitive relations to the high level IP layer observable properties. Because WDM 
monitors analog signal parameters, to determine if failure occurs, the WDM layer has 
to detect a crossing of threshold values. Setting a combination of such different 
threshold values makes the fault localization complicated. Another complexity arises 
from different signal processing and fault propagation characteristics in different 
WDM equipments. Because of these complexities, effective IP/WDM fault detection 
and localization requires high integration across both IP and WDM. An integrated fault 
model that encompasses hard and soft metrics from both IP and WDM layers is 
necessary. This is an area that requires much additional research.  
 
The main objective of network fault recovery is to keep the upper layer, i.e. IP layer, 
working even when part of the network elements cannot work as normal. In 
IP-over-WDM networks, network survivability is provided by protection and 
restoration facility in the SONET layer. This can be achieved in several different ways: 
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• Server approach: In overlay model, IP layer and WDM layer are totally 
separate, and the WDM layer works as a server to provide wavelength circuits 
for the client layer: IP layer. In this case, the large amount of data can be 
recovered by protecting the wavelength circuits in the server layer.  
• Client approach: The IP layer itself has the capability to employ distributed 
routing algorithm which deals with the change of the network topology in the 
event of failures. Such algorithm can also provide dynamic routing to achieve 
network recovery as in the WDM layer.  
• Integrated approach: As the MPLS technology matures, an integrated control 
plane can be used such that the recovery can be approached through 
MPLS/ SMPλ  [23] [24]. In MPLS networks, traffic is transported through 
Label Switched Paths (LSPs) [25]. When failure occurs, primary LSP affected 
by the failure can be quickly switched to the backup LSP. The main advantage 
of this scheme is that MPLS provides the coordination between the IP 
components and WDM components.    
 
2.2.3 IP/WDM Traffic Engineering and Load Balancing 
The flexibility in dynamic IP/WDM networks not only provides dynamic network 
configuration, but also provides the capability to perform traffic engineering such that 
the network performance can be optimized and network resource can be efficiently 
utilized. 
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Traditional IP networks employ destination-based Shortest Path First (SPF) routing 
to forward traffic from source to destination. This algorithm is simple and stable, and 
works well when the network is lightly loaded. However, the drawback is that it does 
not consider the traffic load in the network and does not support diverse routes. The 
first scheme proposed for load balancing in IP networks is ECMP (Equal Cost 
Multi-Paths) which was described by Moy [26]. ECMP states that all equal cost paths 
between the source and destination can be used such that the traffic between the two 
ends can be divided into several parts to be evenly distributed the traffic in the 
networks. However, the ECMP routing is traffic independent in the sense that there is 
no load balancing between the multiple paths, because there is also no feedback 
between the traffic load and the routing algorithm. A further enhancement to ECMP for 
load balancing, called Optimized Multi-Path Routing (OMP), has been proposed in 
[27]. OMP utilizes a link-state routing protocol to broadcast link loading information 
periodically. The routing algorithm utilizes the link-loading information to split the 
traffic load among multiple near-equal cost paths.  
 
As MPLS emerged to support IP traffic engineering needs, the routing and forwarding 
functions in IP layer are separated. MPLS supports constraint based routing, including 
in particular explicit routing, thereby allowing direct control on the exact paths of IP 
traffic. In an IP over re-configurable WDM network, traffic engineering can also be 
affected through wavelength circuit reconfiguration that adapts the IP network (virtual) 
topology to the evolving traffic pattern. 
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2.3 Network Survivability 
Providing resilience against failure is an important requirement for many high-speed 
networks. A single fiber failure can disrupt millions of users and result in millions of 
dollars of lost revenue to users and operators of networks. In optical layer, many 
protection schemes have been designed to provide network survivability in mesh 
topology. 
 
2.3.1 Basic Protection Concepts 
Recovery schemes can be classified into two categories: Protection Schemes, and 
Restoration Schemes [28]. In protection schemes, pre-allocated backup path can be 
used immediately when failure occurs along the primary path. While in restoration 
schemes, no pre-allocated backup path is reserved at any time. The backup resources 
are allocated and utilized only when failure occurs. So the restoration schemes are 
dynamic. Protection schemes are simpler and faster then the restoration schemes. 
However, this is achieved with the expense of more network resource allocation. In 
protection schemes, network resources are not utilized as efficiently as in restoration 
schemes. 
 
Protection maybe dedicated or shared [3]. In dedicated protection, each working path 
is assigned its own dedicated backup path in the network over which it can be rerouted 
in case of a failure. In shared protection, we make use of the fact that not all working 
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connections in the network fail simultaneously (for example, if they are in different 
parts of the network). Therefore, we can make multiple working connections share 
protection bandwidth only if no more than one of them fails at any specific time. This 
helps to reduce the bandwidth needed in the network to provide survivability. Another 
advantage of shared protection is that the protection bandwidth can be used to carry 
low-priority traffic when no failure occurs in the network. This low-priority traffic is 
discarded in the event of a failure when the bandwidth is needed to protect a 
connection. Figure 2.3 shows the difference of these two schemes. 
 
Figure 2.3 Dedicated Path Protection & Shared Path Protection [3] 
 
In Figure 2.3.a, two primary paths (P1 and P2) have link disjoint backup paths (B1 and 
B2). So we say that P1 and P2 are exclusively protected. While in Figure 2.3.b, the two 
backup paths share a common link (E, B), i.e., link (E, B) provides protection for both 
P1 and P2. In this case, wavelength used for backup paths is shared. When single-link 
failure model is assumed, it does not pose any problem since P1 and P2 are 
link-disjoint. 
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2.3.2 Optical Layer Protection Schemes 
The optical layer provides lightpaths for use by its client layers, such as SONET, IP, or 
ATM layers. Optical protection schemes also belong to the optical channel (OCh) layer 
or optical multiplex section (OMS) layers [28]. An OCh layer scheme restores one 
lightpath at a time, whereas an OMS layer scheme restores the entire group of 
lightpaths on a link and cannot restore individual lightpaths separately. Table 2.1 [28] 
provides an overview of the schemes operating in the optical multiplex section layer. 
Table 2.2 [28] summarizes schemes operating in the optical channel layer.  
 
Table 2.1 Protection Schemes Operating in OMS Layer 
  Protection Schemes 
 1+1 1:1 OMS-DPRing OMS-SPRing
Type Dedicated Shared Dedicated Shared 
Topology Point-to-point Point-to-point Ring Ring 
 
Table 2.2 Protection Schemes Operating in OCh Layer 
Protection Schemes 
 1+1 OCh-SPRing OCh-Mesh 
Type Dedicated Shared Shared 
Topology Mesh Ring Mesh 
 
There can be a significant difference in cost associated with OCh layer schemes 
relative to OMS layer schemes. An OCh layer scheme has to demultiplex all the 
wavelengths, whereas an OMS layer scheme operates on all the wavelengths and thus 
requires less equipment. Figure 2.4 shows the difference of the two schemes [28]. 
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Figure 2.4 Comparison of (a) 1+1 OMS and (b) 1+1 OCh 
 
The most commonly deployed protection architectures are 1+1 and 1:1 [28]. In 1+1 
architecture, data are transmitted in both primary and secondary paths, where the 
destination picks up the better-quality signal. The 1+1 architecture scheme does not 
support extra traffic since the primary and the secondary paths carry the same traffic 
simultaneously. To prevent data loss, the source node should delay transmitting data on 
the secondary path for a certain amount of time, depending on the difference in the 
propagation delays between primary and secondary paths, plus the fault detection time. 
There are two types of 1:1 protection. In one type, a dedicated protection path is 
required, but the protection path is allocated to carry low-priority traffic under normal 
circumstances. In the second case, the protection path is not dedicated and multiple 
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protection lightpaths can share the same resources in the protection path as long as 
there is no shared link among their associated working lightpaths. The 1:1 protection 
scheme can be extended to M:N protection, which uses N protection lightpaths to 
protect the traffic on M working lightpaths. Apparently, 1+1 architecture is faster and 
simpler than 1:1 architecture but at the expense of lower network utilization 
 
2.4 Provisioning and Load Balancing 
Provisioning of a transport network refers to assigning network resources to a set of 
static traffic demand [29]. Efficient provisioning is essential in minimizing the 
investment made on the network required to accommodate a given demand. Naturally, 
provisioning of WDM networks has been the subject of considerable interest. This 
interest concentrates on roughly two categories of settings: the case of limited 
deployed fiber, where provisioning seeks to minimize the number of required 
wavelengths, and the case of limited number of wavelengths per fiber, where 
provisioning seeks to minimize the amount of required fiber, or to maximize the 
accommodated traffic. 
 
2.4.1 Routing and Wavelength Assignments (RWA) 
Given a set of connection requests, the problem of setting up of lightpaths by routing 
and assigning wavelength to each connection is called Routing and Wavelength 
Assignment (RWA) [30]. Routing and wavelength assignment are critically important 
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to increase the efficiency of optical networks [31]. Typically, connection requests may 
be of three types: static, incremental, and dynamic. With static traffic, the entire set 
of connections is known in advance, and the problem is then to set up lightpaths for 
these connections in a global fashion while minimizing network resources utilization 
such as the number of wavelengths or the number of fibers in the network. In the 
incremental traffic case, connection requests arrive sequentially, a lightpath is 
established for each connection, and the lightpath remains in the network indefinitely. 
For the case of dynamic traffic, a lightpath is set up for each connection request as it 
arrives, and the lightpath is released after some finite amount of time. The objective in 
the incremental and dynamic traffic cases is to set up lightpaths and to assign 
wavelengths in a manner that minimizes the amount of connections blocking, or 
maximizes the number of connections that are established in the network at any time. 
This problem is referred as Dynamic Lightpath Establishment problem. It can easily be 
shown that the optimal RWA problem is NP-complete by using results of [30] on static 
lightpath establishment and by restricting the general problem to tree topologies. An 
integer programming formulation of the optimal RWA problem in the presence of 
deterministic traffic can be found in [32], while in [33] a similar formulation combined 
with randomized rounding has been presented. 
 
We distinguish between static and dynamic lightpaths, depending on the nature of the 
traffic in the network. When the nature of traffic pattern is static, a set of lightpaths is 
established all at once that remain in the network for a long period of time. Such static 
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lightpath establishment is relevant in the initial design and planning stage and the 
objective is to maximize the network throughput (i.e., maximize the number of 
lightpaths established for a given network resources). For the dynamic traffic scenario 
where the traffic pattern changes rapidly, the network has to respond to traffic demands 
quickly and economically. In such a dynamic traffic case, a lightpath is set up for each 
connection request as it arrives, and the lightpath is released after some finite amount 
of time. 
 
2.4.2 Load Balancing 
While shortest path routes may be most preferable, this choice may have to be 
sometimes sacrificed, in order to allow more lightpaths to be set up. Thus, RWA 
algorithms generally allow several alternative routes for each lightpath that needs to be 
established. Lightpaths that cannot be set up due to constraints on routes and 
wavelengths are said to be blocked, so the corresponding network optimization 
problem is to minimize this blocking probability. In communication networks, load 
balancing is a much desired feature of routing policies. Load balancing consists in 
distributing the load as much as possible on the network in order to delay the 
occurrence of congestion [34]. Network congestion is related to delay in packet 
switching networks, and therefore reducing congestion implies better quality of service 
guarantees. In networks based on circuit switching, reducing congestion means that a 
certain number of spare wavelengths are available on every link to accommodate 
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future connection requests or to maintain the capability to react to faults in restoration 
schemes. In addition, reducing congestion means reducing the maximum traffic load 
on the electronic routers connected to the fibers. Load balancing distributes the load as 
much as possible on the network in order to delay the occurrence of congestion.  
 
It can be noticed that for safety reasons, most of the communication networks are at 
least two connected (i.e. there is at least two distinct paths between each pair of nodes), 
and thus load balancing can (and should) be applied at most of time. QoS routing can 
naturally generate load balancing as the load is likely to be split on the different 
available paths if they feature different QoS characteristics. An overview of the 
benefits of this traffic separation can be found in [35]. But the links of a network are 
all more or less equivalent and thus a true separation of the load based on the 
differentiated services provided by the links is not possible. As it is also hard to solve a 
multi-flow problem before hand for each possible traffic fed to the network, we have to 
rely on adaptive load balancing, that is, balancing the load on the network according to 
the current state of the network. 
 
2.5 Quality of Protection (QoP) 
Similar to the concept of QoS, the protection classes are termed “Reliability of 
Service” classes [36]: 
(a) Guaranteed Protection. The traffic will be protected by the transport layer 
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with high probability (usually 99.999%); 
(b) Best Effort Protection. Traffic uses less protection bandwidth than the full 
quantity; 
(c) Unprotected Traffic. The transport layer does not make an effort to protect the 
connection if a failure occurs; 
(d) Preemptable Traffic. This traffic usually uses protection bandwidth for classes 
(a) and (b), and is preempted when the bandwidth is needed by traffic class (a) or (b) to 
protect against a failure. 
 
Classes (a), (c), and (d) are well defined, and their implementation has been widely 
studied. However, the grade of service for the best effort class (b) is seldom quantified. 
In [9], Ornan Gerstel and Galen Sasaki introduced an important concept: Quality of 
Protection (QoP). Upon a failure, the probability of a connection to survive the failure 
is determined by its QoP. The QoP concept provided a uniform framework for all 
protection classes. The QoP grade )(CQ  of a connection C ranges from -1 to 1 to 
map as follows to the different protection class: 
 
Table 2.3 QoP Grade of Different Protection Class 
Protection Service Protection Grade 
(a) guaranteed )(CQ  = 1 
(b) best effort 0 < )(CQ  <1 
(c) unprotected )(CQ = 0 
(d) preemptable 0)(1 <≤− CQ  
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0)( ≥CQ means that the connection is survivable, while 0)( <CQ means that the 
connection is preemptable. The QoP grade )(CQ is mapped into protection guarantees 
as follows [9]: 
 
The probability that a connection C will survive a failure on its working path is at least 
)(CSP , which is defined to be }0),({)( CQMaxCSP = . )(CSP  will be referred to as 
the survivability probability. If )(CSP > 0, then the connection is a survivable 
connection. 
 
The probability that a connection C will be preempted when there is a fault that is not 
on its working path is at most )(CPP , which is defined to be 
}0),({)( CQMaxCPP −= . If )(CPP  will be referred as preemptable probability. If 
)(CPP  > 0, then the connection is a preemptable connection. Thus a connection C 
survives according to )(CSP  and is preempted according to )(CPP  when fault 
occurs. 
 
In the above probabilistic schemes, survivable connections share protection bandwidth 
by using randomization. This is the only bandwidth sharing possible for a truly 
transparent optical network that carries different signal formats and is not even aware 
of their exact bit rates, since either a connection is completely recovered or not 
recovered at all. Other optical networks do have access to the carried formats, and can 
even multiplex/demultiplex them onto a single wavelength using Time Division 
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Multiplexing (TDM) techniques. This allows for a deterministic QoP model, whereby 
upon a failure, each survivable connection is guaranteed to have a deterministic 
reduced protection bandwidth )()()( CBCSPCRPB ⋅= , where )(CB  is the working 
bandwidth of the connection. [9] discussed the necessary and sufficient bandwidth 
when QoP concept is deployed in ring networks. 
 
2.6 Problem Formulation 
In this thesis, the performance of shared path protection with QoP concept in a mesh 
network is studied. Given the physical network topology, traffic demands and their 
QoP grades, the objective is to minimize the total number of wavelengths on the links 
in the network. Since load balancing is an important metric to evaluate the 
performance of optical networks, we also try to achieve load balancing while routing 
and assigning wavelengths for the traffic demands.  
 
We assume that the OXC node in the optical layer can add and drop any wavelengths, 
i.e., an OXC node has sufficient transmitters and receivers. The topology of the optical 
layer can be represented by a directed graph: each vertex of the graph representing one 
OXC node in the optical layer, and each link in the graph representing two directed 
physical connections (fibers) in the optical layer. 
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A connection request, which is a demand for a wavelength service, has the following 
attributes: 
• It starts from a source OXC node and terminates at a destination OXC node. 
• It requires a fixed bandwidth (in unit of wavelength). 
• It requires shared path protection, and has a QoP grade in the range from 0 to 1. 
Deterministic QoP model [8], which means each survivable connection is 
guaranteed to have a deterministic reduced protection bandwidth, is applied for 
each connection request according to its QoP grade.  
The problem can be formulated as follows: 
Notations: 
• V : Set of N  nodes. 
• E : Set of L  links. 
• ),( EVG : A directed graph that represents the network topology. 
• ),( ji : A link of ),( EVG , where Eji ∈),( . 
• W : Maximum number of wavelengths per link. 
• ),( dsBl : Working bandwidth requirement in units of wavelength capacities of 
the l -th connection request between the source node s  and the destination 
node d . Note that for each source-destination pair ),( ds , one or more 
connection requests exist. We assume the maximum number of connection 
requests between the same source-destination pair is M . We also assume that 
the working bandwidth ),( dsBl  of each connection request is 1 wavelength. 
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• ),( dsQl : QoP grade of the l -th connection request between the source node 
s  and the destination node d . Each ),( dsQl  maps ),( dsBl  uniquely, and 
is a real number between 0 and 1.  
• C : Traffic demand matrix { ),( dscl }, where each ),( dscl  is a combination of 
),( dsBl  and ),( dsQl .  
• lds jiX ,,, : Bandwidth of the primary path for the l -th connection request between 
node pair s - d  on link ),( ji . Obviously ),(,,, dsBX l
lds
ji =  for each link 
),( ji . 
• ldsjiY ,,, : Bandwidth of backup path for the l th connection request between node 
pair s - d  on link ),( ji . ),(),(,,, dsQdsBY ll
lds
ji ⋅=  for the connection 
requests with 0),( >dsQl , 0,,, =ldsjiY  for the other connection requests. 
• lds kji ,, ,,δ : A binary value. lds kji ,, ,,δ  is 1 if the wavelength k  on the link ),( ji is 
used by a path (primary path or backup path) for the l -th connection request 
between the source node s  and the destination node d . lds kji
,,
,,δ  is 0 
otherwise. 
• R = { mjir , }: A set of 1−L  sub-groups associated with link ),( ji . Each 
member of R , i.e. mjir ,  ( m =1, 2,…, L -1), represents the set of all the 
connection requests that share same links. This means that the connection 
requests belonging to the m-th sub-group mjir ,  may fail simultaneously, when 
failure occurs on the m-th link in the network. Because there are L  links in 
the network, so the number of the members of R  is L -1. 
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jiji YXw , where ⎡ ⎤a  denotes the least integer 







, represents the bandwidth required on link ),( ji to provide 
protection for the m-th link (i.e., the m-th subgroup). Because shared path 
protection is used in our algorithm, the maximum sum of bandwidth required 
among the 1−L  subgroups is enough to provide protection. 
 







Flow conservation at each node: 
For the primary path, the input traffic and output traffic are the same at any 
intermediate node among the paths for any ds − pair. For any source node s , the 
input traffic is 0  such that the total traffic through node s  equals to the bandwidth 
requirement of traffic leaving s . Similarly, for the destination node d , the output 
traffic is 0 such that the total traffic at node d  equals to the bandwidth requirement of 
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For the backup paths, the input traffic and out put traffic at intermediate node are also 
same. However, at the source nodes and destination nodes, the amount of out put 
traffic is determined by both the primary bandwidth ( ),( dsBl ) and the QoP grade 












































jdY ,    WwMlVd ≤≤≤≤∈∀ 1,1,  
 
Link disjoint constraint between primary paths and back paths: 
Primary paths and backup path for any ds −  connection demand cannot share any 
link in the network. So for each link ),( ji , one of lds jiX
,,




















ji YXYX ≤+  Eji ∈∀ ),(  and Vds ∈∀ ,  
Link capacity constraint: 
For all the demands whose backup path goes through link ),( ji , the maximum backup 











Y ) is assigned as the backup 
bandwidth for all the demands. Because the primary paths for all the sub-groups and 
the backup path are link disjoint, this bandwidth is enough to provide protection. The 











































,,  for Eji ∈∀ ),(  
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For networks without wavelength convertibility, wavelength continuity constraint: 
For any intermediate node j , if the input link ),( ji  uses wavelength k  for l -th 
demand between ds − , the output link ),( ej  used for this demand must be assigned 













kji δδ  Vds ∈∀ , , :Vj∈∀ sj ≠  and dj ≠ , Wk ≤≤1  
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Chapter 3: Provisioning in Networks with  
Wavelength Converters 
The formulations presented in Chapter 2 are similar to Integer Linear Programming 
(ILP) [37] formulations except that the protection bandwidth required by the 
connection requests is a real number. Although solving the ILP problems is still 
possible for some small-sized networks, it is not practical for large-sized networks. 
Therefore, we develop a heuristic solution for solving the provisioning problem in 
survivable WDM networks.  
 
3.1 Finding k-Shortest paths 
Our heuristic solution is initiated by finding a set of k-shortest paths for each 
connection request. These k-shortest paths are subject to the following constraints: 
• Looplessness: allows for no repeated vertexes on each path. 
• Link disjoint: ensures no link in any path being shared with any other one that 
has the same source vertex and destination vertex. 
 
3.1.1 Problem Definition 
Give a network ),( EVG , where },...,,{ 21 NvvvV =  is a finite set with N  vertexes 
and NNeeeE L ×⊆= },...,,{ 21  is a finite set with L  edges. Sometimes we use i  to 
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represent vertex iv  for simplicity. Each edge Eek ∈  can also be identified by a 
vertex pair ),( ji , where Vji ∈, . 
Let i  and j  be two vertexes of G . If each pair ),( ji  in G  is ordered, i.e., if all 
the edges of the network are directed, G  is said to be a directed network; if all the 
edges are not ordered, then G  is said to be an undirected network. Without loss of 
generality, we consider the network a directed one, since each undirected edge can be 
replaced by two arcs with opposite direction. It is also assumed that there is at most a 
single edge between each pair of vertexes of the network and there are no edges of the 
form ),( ii , where Vi∈ . 
 
Given Vji ∈, , a path from vertex i  to vertex j  in G  is an alternating sequence 
of vertexes and edges, of the form >===< − jvevevip mm ,,...,,, 1211 , where 
• Vvk ∈  for every },...,2,1{ mk ∈  
• Evve kkk ∈≡ + ),( 1  for every }1,...,2,1{ −∈ mk  
 
In order to simplify the notation, a path will be represented only by its vertexes; that is, 
>===< jvvvip m,...,, 21  and for convenience, sometimes a single vertex is viewed 
as a path, the null path. The set of paths defined from i  to j  in G  will be denoted 
by jiP , . A loopless path from i  to j  is a path from i  to j  in which all vertexes 
on this path are different and a loop is a path from some vertex to itself.  
 
Let jic ,  be a real number associated with edge ),( ji  of G , known as the cost of 
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edge ),( ji , and let ∑ ∈= pji jicpc ),( ,)( , for a given path p in G , be the cost of path 
p . 
Let s  and d  be two different vertexes of G , called source and destination vertex, 
respectively. In order to simplify the expression, P  will denote set jiP , . In what 
follows, with no loss of generality, it will be assumed that 0, ≠isP  and 0, ≠diP  
holds, for every vertex i  in G .  
 
In the classical shortest path problem, it is intended to determine a path *p  from s  
to d  in G  with minimum cost. That is, it is intended to determine Pp ∈*  such 
that )(*)( pcpc ≤  for any Pp∈ . Given an integer 1>k , the k  shortest paths 
problem can be considered a generalization of the previous one where, beyond the 
determination of the shortest path in P , it also has to determine the second shortest 
path in P , …, until the k -th shortest path in P . That is, denoting by ip , the i -th 
shortest path from vertex s  to vertex d  in G , it is intended to determine a set of 
paths, PpppP kk ⊆= },...,,{ 21  such that: 
1. ip  is determined before 1+ip , for any i =1, …, k -1; 
2. )()( 1+≤ ii pcpc , for any i =1, …, k -1; 
3. )()( pcpc k ≤ , for any kPPp −∈  
Additionally, these k-shortest paths should be link disjoint. 
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3.1.2 k-Shortest Paths Searching 
The simplest method to find k-shortest paths is to find the paths one after another. 
Taken 2=k  as an example, it is actually a two step search. In this method, a shortest 
path in the network connecting the source vertex and the destination vertex is found 
first (e.g. applying the Dijkstra algorithm), and it is allocated a working lightpath. Then 
the links used by the working path are removed from the network (ensuring the link 
disjoint constraint), and the shortest-path algorithm is run again to route the second 
shortest path, which is assigned the protection lightpath. This method is greedy: there 
is situation in which it fails to find the solution even if a link disjoint path pair actually 
exists. This situation can be illustrated by using Figure 3.1: 
 
Figure 3.1 Routing of a Link-Disjoint Path Pair in a Trap Network 
 
In this example, each link in the network has weight one. The connection request will 
be routed from the source vertex S to the destination vertex D. Figure 3.1.a shows the 
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shortest path that is found in the first step. In Figure 3.1.b, the links that are used in the 
shortest path are cut from the network topology. So the second step fails to find 
another path from vertex S to vertex D and the protection path cannot be provided. 
However, there exists a link-disjoint path pair between the vertex S and the vertex D, 
which is shown in the Figure 3.1.c. So this method is not suitable for searching 
k-shortest paths in a mesh network. 
 
A technique which is able to overcome the two-steps limitations has been proposed by 
Bhandari [38]. It is called one-step search, since the two lightpaths of the path pair are 
not routed separately, but they are jointly routed by performing a suitable algorithm 
(the modified Dijkstra algorithm). 
 
3.2 Heuristic Solution for Provisioning Problem 
We develop a heuristic solution for the provisioning problem in survivable WDM 
networks with shared path protection and QoP grades. In this solution, we do not 
consider the wavelength continuity constraints in the WDM network, i.e., we assume 
sufficient number of full wavelength converters are available at each node in the 
network. For this algorithm, the input is the physical network topology (WDM layer) 
and a set of connection requests each with a QoP grade. The objective is to provision 
these requests with minimum number of total wavelengths used. The algorithm is 
given bellow: 
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1. Group the connection requests according to their source and destination, i.e., the 
connection requests with the same source and destination belong to the same group. 
The connection requests are specified by the bandwidth requirement ),( dsBl  and 
QoP grade ),( dsQl . Thus there are M such groups (i.e. M  ds −  pairs) where 
M  is the number of ds −  pairs. Connection requests in the group require 
different number of wavelengths and different QoP grades. Assume that the total 
QoP grade for each group is mq , where Mm ,...,2,1= and mq  is the sum of all 
the QoP grades whose corresponding source-destination pair belongs to the m-th 
group.  
2. Route for an arbitrary group (say, the m-th group) in the network, i.e. find all link 
disjoint paths for this source-destination pair. Assume that mP  ( 2≥mP ) paths are 
found for the m-th group. If mP  is less than 2, no backup path can be found to 
provide protection. Then this connection request cannot be satisfied, and next 
connection request is taken into consideration. 
3. Choose the longest path as the backup path for all the primary paths in this group. 
Since the wavelengths required on backup path is usually less than the wavelengths 
required on the primary path (due to the QoP grade), choosing the longest path as 
the backup path will result in shorter primary paths and help to reduce the total 
number of wavelengths used in the network. 
4.  If the number of the connection requests (with the same source and destination), 
say mS ,  is less than or equal to 1−mP  (one path has to be reserved for backup 
path, so only 1−mP  paths can be used as primary paths), go to step 5. If the 
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number of connection requests is larger than 1−mP , merge the connection 
requests of this group (the m-th group) into 1−mP  sub-groups. Here we still use 
mS  to denote the number of sub groups, i.e., 1−= mm PS . During merging, three 
principles are applied: (a) keep the total number of wavelengths required by each 
sub-group as few as possible. (b) no sub-group requires significantly more 
wavelengths than the others. (c) the sum of the QoP grades in each sub-group is 
closer to some integer. Let smQ  be the sum of the QoP grades in sub-group s  of 








5. Allocate the mS  sub-groups one by one to the unused 1−mP  paths (just allocate 
paths, and assign wavelengths later in Step 6). Choose the mS  shortest paths as 
the primary paths and assign wavelengths to these paths. If 1−< mm PS , at least 
one path is free so that the originally reserved backup path can be moved to a 
shorter one. This makes the total number of wavelengths used in the network as 
small as possible. 
6. Assign wavelengths for primary paths and backup paths. The wavelength for the 
primary path is the wavelength requirement of each connection request, and the 
wavelength for backup path is ⎡ ⎤}max{ sms QW = , where ⎡ ⎤a  denotes the least 
integer greater than or equal to a real number a . 
7. Assign routes and wavelengths for the remaining groups of with the same method 
by repeating step 2 through step 6 for each of these groups. 
8. If the number of wavelengths on some link is much higher than the one on the 
other links (i.e., load balancing is not achieved), re-allocate routes and wavelengths 
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for all the connections. Compare the result with the previous one. After some times, 
select the most satisfactory result. 
 
The flowchart of this algorithm is shown in Figure 3.2. 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Heuristic Algorithm 
 
The following is an example to illustrate how this heuristic method works. Consider 
the network shown in Figure 3.3. There are two ds −  pairs: one is (1, 4) with four 
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demands, the other is (2, 4) with three demands. The bandwidth and QoP requirement 
is shown in Table 3.1.  
 
Figure 3.3 Physical Network Topology 
 
Table 3.1 Demands and Their QoP Grades 
s-d pair demand ),( dsBl  ),( dsQl  
1 1 0.7 
2 1 0.5 




4 1 0.3 
1 1 0.5 
2 1 0.3 
 
(2, 4) 
3 1 0.1 
 
First, assign route and wavelength for ds −  pair (1, 4). Three link disjoint paths have 
been found with the k-shortest paths algorithm described previously: (i) 1->4, (ii) 
1->5->4, and (iii) 1->2->3->4. We choose the longest path (i) as the backup path and 
the other two as the primary paths. Because there are four correction requests from 
node 1 to node 4, while there are only two paths reserved for the primary paths, we 
group these connection requests into sub-groups. According to the QoP grades, these 
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requests are merged into two sub-groups. According to the principles described in the 
algorithm, request 1 and 4 are merged into one sub-group, and request 2 and 3 are 
merged into the other one. Then the number of wavelengths required in backup path is 
⎡ ⎤ 1}4.05.0,3.07.0max{ =++ . Obviously, there are other choices of grouping these 
four requests. For example, we can merge request 1 and 2 into one sub-group, and 
request 3 and 4 into another one. In this case, the wavelengths used in the two primary 
paths are the same as the previous case. However, the number of wavelengths in the 
backup path is changed to ⎡ ⎤ 2}3.04.0,5.07.0max{ =++ . This sub-grouping method 
is not what we need, because it consumes more wavelengths for the backup path. 
 
Figure 3.4 Paths from Node 1 to Node 4 
There are three link disjoint paths for ds −  pair (2, 4). The link disjoint paths are 
found: (i) 2->1->4, (ii) 2->5->4, and (iii) 2->3->4. After reserving path (ii) as the 
backup path, the other two can be used as the primary paths. Of course we can use one 
of the two paths as the primary path. In this case, the primary path consumes 3 
wavelengths on each link along the path, and one wavelength on the backup path 
( ⎡ ⎤ 11.03.05.0 =++ ). However, this results in bad load balancing in the network. No 
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matter how we choose the primary paths and the backup path, at least one link in the 
network will use up to 4 wavelengths, because the connection requests from 1 to 4 
have consumed some wavelengths on some of the links. So we choose both of the two 
paths as primary paths. In Figure 3.5, path p1 is assigned two wavelengths for the 
connection requests with QoP of 0.3 and 0.1, and path p2 is assigned one wavelength 
for the connection request with QoP of 0.5. In this case, the number of wavelengths on 
backup path b is still ⎡ ⎤ .1}5.0,3.01.0max{ =+  
 
Figure 3.5 Paths from Node 2 to Node 4 
After assigning route and wavelength for all the connection requests, the wavelength 
usage in the network is as shown in Figure 3.6: 
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Figure 3.6 Wavelength Usage after RWA 
Now, steps from 2 to 7 in the algorithm have been completed. This result may not be 
the best result for the given connection requests, taken into consideration of 
wavelength usage and load balancing. So some connection can be rerouted or 
reconfigured. This is what step 8 does. We will compare the simulation results of 
wavelength usage and load balancing before and after reconfiguration in the following 
part.  
 
The main components in our algorithm are finding k -shortest paths, sub-grouping the 
connection requests with same source node and destination node, and assigning 
wavelengths for each path. For each connection request, the complexity of the 
modified Dijkstra algorithm we used for searching k -shortest paths is )( 2NO  [38], 
where N  is the number of the number of the nodes in the network. Sub-grouping 
connection requests and assigning wavelength take much less time, and the complexity 
of these two parts is proportional to the number of link-disjoint paths between the 
source node and destination node of the connection request. So finding the k -shortest 
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paths for each ds −  pair is the most time consuming part of our algorithm. Since 
there are NN ×  ds −  pairs, the complexity of our algorithm is )( 4NO . Searching 
k -shortest paths is also the one of most important parts in our algorithm. The more 
link-disjoint paths we can find, the more efficiently the wavelengths can be utilized. 
Another key component of our algorithm is sub-grouping. It directly determines how 
the wavelengths are assigned to each path, as described in the above examples.   
 
3.3 Simulation Results 
To verify our heuristic algorithm, we conduct simulation on two different mesh 
networks: a small-sized network with 8 nodes and 16 bi-directional links (shown in 
Figure 3.7), and ARPANET with 16 nodes and 32 links (shown in Figure 3.8). 
 
Figure 3.7 The 8-Node Simulation Network 
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Figure 3.8 ARPANET 
3.3.1 Network Topologies and Traffic Model 
In these two networks, each link represents two unidirectional fiber links in opposite 
directions. In the simulation, each node can be a source node and destination node. For 
a source node in the network, all the other nodes in the network are destination nodes 
with equal probability. The connection requests between each such source-destination 
pair are generated randomly according to a uniform distribution. We set the maximum 
number of requests between each source-destination pair to 5 such that the average 
number of connection requests between any source-destination pair is around 3. Each 
connection request is assigned a QoP grade. The simulation is conducted according to 
the average QoP grade of the connection requests. We select the QoP grade according 
to a uniform distribution. For an average QoP grade of 0.3, the QoP grades are evenly 
distributed with the range of (0.0, 0.6). When the average QoP grade of the connection 
requests is 1.0, i.e., the QoP grade of each connection request is 1.0, and only shared 
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path protection is applied in this simulation. 
 
3.3.2 Minimizing Total Number of Wavelengths Used 
Our objective is to minimize the total number of wavelength consumed by all the 
connection requests. We compare the wavelength usage of our solution with the one of 
the dedicated full protection scheme. In dedicated full protection scheme, each primary 
path is assigned a dedicated link disjoint backup path. Figure 3.9 shows the 
wavelength usage in the 8-node network: 
 
Figure 3.9 Wavelength Usage in the 8-Node Network 
In the simulation, totally 178 connection requests are generated. The number of 
wavelengths consumed by primary paths is not shown in this figure, because it does 
not change significantly (from 356 to 372) as QoP grade increases from 0.1 to 1.0. 
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From Figure 3.9, it can be observed that as the average QoP grade increases from 0.1 
to 1.0, the number of wavelengths consumed by backup paths changes from 149 to 221. 
This number increases slowly as the average QoP grade increases. The total number of 
wavelengths (the sum of wavelengths consumed by both the primary paths and the 
backup paths in shared path protection) changes from 504 to 581 with almost the same 
tendency. The number of wavelengths used by the dedicated full path protection is 
always the same value even though the average QoP grade of the connection requests 
is not always same in the simulation. This is because each connection is given a 
dedicated backup path with full protection and QoP grade has no meaning here. 
 
The wavelength usage changes a little when the average QoP grade is within the lower 
end or the higher end of the coordinate, while it increases at a fast rate when the 
average QoP grade falls in the range from 0.4 to 0.7. As the average QoP grade 
increases from 0.1 to 0.3, the number of wavelengths used by the backup paths 
increases from 149 to 152. Within the range from 0.8 to 1.0, the number of 
wavelengths used by the backup paths remains unchanged (211). Because we do not 
allow wavelength sharing among different connection requests (from different source 
or destination), the sharing efficiency is mainly achieved by grouping the connection 
requests with same source and destination nodes. When the average QoP grade is low, 
say 0.2, the QoP grade of each connection request ranges from 0 to 0.4, because these 
QoP grades are selected with uniform distribution. Additionally, the average number of 
connection requests between each source-destination pair is 3 such that only a few of 
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the source-destination pairs need more than one wavelength for protection. That is why 
the number of wavelengths for backup paths does not change much when the average 
QoP grade is low. The similar reason can also give the explanation to why the number 
of wavelengths consumed by backup paths does not change when the average QoP 
grade is high. Fast change occurs when the average QoP grade is in the range from 0.4 
to 0.7. This fact is due to the various combination results for the backup lightpath 
among the same source-destination pair. When the average QoP grade reaches 1.0, the 
total number of wavelengths consumed by both the primary paths and the backup paths 
is close to the one consumed in dedicated full path protection. In our protection 
solution scheme, two factors affect the bandwidth usage in the network. One is the 
QoP grade of the connection requests, because it makes partial protection possible. The 
other one is the sharing among backup paths with the same source-destination nodes. 
When the average QoP grade reaches 1.0, the affect of QoP grade disappears, and only 
backup path sharing is effective in saving the bandwidth and so the wavelengths are 
minimally saved.  
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Figure 3.10 Wavelength Usage in ARPANET 
Figure 3.10 shows the simulation results of wavelength usage in ARPANET. In this 
simulation, 1159 connection requests were generated. These results are similar to those 
of the previous network. 
 
3.3.3 Load Balancing in Networks 
Load balancing is an important metric in our simulation. In real networks, the number 
of wavelengths on each link should be same. Hence, given the static traffic demands, 
the maximum number of wavelengths per link is a key parameter in network design. 
 
Necessity of Rerouting 
Figure 3.11 shows the wavelength usage per link in the 8-node simulation network. 
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Figure 3.11 Wavelength Usage per Link in the 8-Node Network 
 
As shown in the figure, the trend of maximum number of wavelengths per link is 
similar to that of average number of wavelengths per link. The maximum number of 
wavelengths per link is about 2 wavelengths more than the average number of 
wavelengths per fiber. The largest difference occurs when the average QoP grade is 0.5. 
At this point, the average number of wavelengths per link is 16.84, while the 
maximum number of wavelengths in the network is 19, about 12.83% higher than the 
average one. The minimum difference is only 5.02% which occurs when the average 
QoP is 0.4. This is an acceptable result. Rerouting played a key role in achieving load 
balancing in this simulation. After rerouting, the average number of wavelengths per 
link fluttered somehow compared with the one before rerouting. However, the 
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maximum number of wavelengths used in the network reduced. Table 3.2 illustrates 
the difference of the wavelengths required before and after rerouting. 
 
Table 3.2 Compare of Results Before and After Rerouting 




Grades before rerouting after rerouting before rerouting after rerouting
0.1 15.09375 15.78125 21 17 
0.2 15.09375 15.78125 22 17 
0.3 15.18750 15.87500 23 17 
0.4 15.50000 16.18750 25 17 
0.5 16.15625 16.84375 26 19 
0.6 17.15625 17.84375 26 19 
0.7 17.40625 18.03125 28 20 
0.8 17.53125 18.21875 29 20 
0.9 17.53125 18.21875 29 20 
1.0 17.53125 18.21875 29 20 
 
After rerouting, the average number of wavelengths is a little higher than the one 
before rerouting. However the maximum number of wavelengths used in the network 
decreases at each point. This is a worth tradeoff.  
 
Network Connectivity and Load Balancing 
Figure 3.12 shows the results for ARPANET. From the results, it can be observed that 
the maximum number of wavelengths in the network is much higher than the average 
number of wavelengths per link. The largest difference occurs when the average QoP 
grade is 0.1, where the maximum number is 25.64% higher than the average one. The 
minimum difference occurs when the average QoP grade is higher than 0.7, where the 
maximum number is 12.68% higher than the average one. Compared with the 
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simulation in the 8-node network, this difference is higher. 
 
Figure 3.12 Wavelength Usage per Link in ARPANET 
 
Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 shows the heavily-loaded links (within 5% percent bellow 
the heaviest loaded one) in the two networks after provisioning for all the connection 
requests for an average QoP grade of 0.5. In the 8-node simulation network, many 
links carry heavy traffic load as shown in Figure 3.13. On the other hand, in 
ARPANET only few links carry heavy traffic as shown in Figure 3.14. This 
phenomenon can be explained by the network topologies. It can be seen that the 
8-node network is denser than ARPANET. In the 8-node network, each node connects 
others through at least 3 links. Actually, only one node (node 7) connects three links, 
most of the others have four or more links. Such topology provides the multiple routes 
for the connection requests so that there are more choices to choose routes to avoid 
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congestion. However, in ARPANET, nodes degree is small and most of them have only 
3 links connecting to other nodes. The heavily loaded links are mainly distributed in 
the middle of the network, i.e., the links connecting the left part to the right part. 
Because the connection requests have to be routed through these links when the source 
node and the destination node are located at opposite sides of ARPANET, these links 
carry most of the traffic in the network.  
 
Figure 3.13 Heavily-Loaded Links in the 8-Node Network 
 
Figure 3.14 Heavily-Loaded Links in ARPANET 
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To verify this, we transformed the network topologies, and simulated with the same 
connection requests. In the 8-node network, we delete three links, i.e., (1, 4), (2, 4), 
and (5, 6). In ARPANET, we add six links, i.e., (0, 13), (1, 16), (2, 11), (3, 17), (4, 12), 
and (5, 15). The modified network topologies are shown in Figure 3.15 and Figure 
3.16, respectively. 
 
Figure 3.15 Modified 8-Node Simulation Network 
 
 
Figure 3.16 Modified ARPANET 
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The load balancing results after modifying the network topologies are shown in       
Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18. 
 
Figure 3.17 Wavelength Usage per Link in Modified 8-Node Network  
 
Figure 3.18 Wavelength Usage in Modified ARPANET 
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Due to the change in the network topologies, the average number of wavelengths per 
link is different compared with the original topology. More importantly, the load 
balancing results change significantly. In the 8-node network, even through only three 
links are removed, the maximum number of wavelengths used per link is increased 
significantly when compared with the increase in the average number of wavelengths. 
However in ARPANET, the load balancing results can be viewed as an acceptable one. 
 
From the above comparison, we can conclude that the network connectivity is an 
important factor for load balancing. If the network connectivity is denser, load 
balancing can be done more effectively. 
 
3.4 Simulation Results in Wavelength-limited Networks 
The above simulation assumes that the wavelength per link is unlimited. When the 
number of wavelength in the network is limited, the provisioning problem’s objective 
changes, i.e., maximize the total number of the acceptable connection requests. 
 
This algorithm is similar to the one without wavelength limit. However, we do not 
provision the connection requests in fixed order as in the previous algorithm. It is 
based on the concept of wavelength layer. Let W represent the maximum number of 
wavelengths per link, and w represent current wavelength labeled from 1 to W in an 
ascending order. The algorithm is given bellow (refer to Figure 3.19).  
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1. Reserve one shortest path as backup path for each source-destination pair. Do not 
assign wavelengths for these backup paths, calculate the backup wavelength later. 
2. Let 0=w . 
3. Increase w  by 1. 
4. If Ww >  , i.e., no more wavelength available, go to step 9. 
5. Update network topology by adding a new wavelength layer. 
6. For any unaccepted connection request, say from s  to d , route and assign 
wavelength for it, avoiding using the backup path with the same source and 
destination. Update the backup wavelength for the source-destination pair ds −  
on the backup path. 
7. Repeat step 6 for all the all unaccepted requests in this topology if possible. 
8. If all connection requests are accepted, go to step 9. Otherwise, go to step 3. 
9. Algorithm ends. 
 
Figure 3.19 Algorithm for Wavelength Limited Networks 
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Without grouping the connection requests with the same source and destination, this 
algorithm is simpler compared with the previous one. For each w , i.e., at each 
wavelength layer, limited paths can be found because only one wavelength can be 
assigned for the paths at any link ),( ji . Actually, the number of paths at any layer 
must be fewer than the number of links in the network, i.e., L , since a wavelength at 
any link can be used by at most one path. So the complexity of k -shortest paths 
searching at each layer is )( 2 LNO . Since the wavelength limit in the network is W  , 
the complexity of this algorithm is )( 2 LWNO . The k -shortest paths searching plays 
the key role. 
 
In this algorithm, to maximize the total number of acceptable connection requests, we 
loose some sharing efficiency, because we do not group the connection requests with 
the same source and destination. Under this situation, the backup path can not be fully 
utilized as in the scenario with grouping. In the simulation, we set the wavelength limit 
to 15 in the 8-node network, and 100 in ARPANET. The traffic increases step by step. 
The blocking probability in the two networks for various number of requests is shown 
in Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.21. 
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Figure 3.20 Blocking Probability in 8-Node Network  
with 15 Wavelengths per Link 
 
 
Figure 3.21 Blocking Probability in ARPANET  
with 100 Wavelengths per Link 
 
As shown in the figures, the blocking probability increases as the traffic load becomes 
heavy and the average QoP grade grows. Since our algorithm routes the connection 
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requests one by one, i.e., no grouping before routing, the bandwidth sharing of the 
backup paths among the same source-destination pair reduces. So the number of the 
connection requests affects the blocking probability more than the average QoP grade. 
As the average QoP grade increases, the total number of accepted connection requests 
does not change much, though the blocking probability is changing. The total number 
of acceptable connection requests in the 8-node network is about 152( 8± ), while the 
total number of acceptable connection requests in ARPANET is about 830 ( 20± ). 
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Chapter 4: Provisioning in Networks without 
Wavelength Converters 
In the previous chapter, we studied the performance of our algorithm in wavelength 
convertible networks. In wavelength convertible networks, wavelength converters are 
equipped at all the nodes in the network. Wavelength conversion eliminates the 
wavelength-continuity constraint in wavelength routed WDM networks. However, 
all-optical converters are very expensive. It is impractical to deploy full wavelength 
conversion capability at all nodes. Sparse Wavelength Conversion [39] may be a 
tradeoff between performance and the cost. To obtain good performance, only some of 
the nodes in the network need to be equipped with wavelength conversion capability. 
In this chapter, we provide an algorithm and simulation results for provisioning in a 
survivable WDM networks without wavelength convertibility. 
 
4.1 Heuristic Solution for Non-Convertible Networks 
optical networks can be viewed as a layered graph [3]. Any layer in this graph maps to 
a particular wavelength. In a wavelength-convertible network, nodes can be classified 
into two categories: wavelength-selective node and wavelength-converting node [3]. A 
node with wavelength convertibility is a wavelength-converting node. Otherwise, it is 
a wavelength-selective node. 
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In networks without wavelength convertibility, there is no wavelength converting node, 
such that the wavelength layers are disconnected with each other. Lightpaths can only 
be established within a single layer, i.e., any path in the network is a wavelength 
continuous path. To maximize the wavelength usage in the network, for each 
wavelength layer, any acceptable connection request should be routed and assigned the 
wavelength corresponding to this layer. 
 
The following is the heuristic solution to the provisioning problem in a wavelength 
non-convertible network. The traffic model is the same as the one in wavelength 
convertible network.  
1. Find a shortest path for each source-destination pair. These paths are 
reserved as the backup path for each ds − pair. No wavelength assignment 
is done at this stage, because we do not know how many wavelengths are 
sufficient for the backup paths. 
2. Let w  represent the current wavelength number to be used for routing. Set 
w  to 0. 
3. 1+= ww , i.e., consider a new wavelength to all the links in the network. 
The w-th wavelength is said to be the current wavelength, and the 
wavelength layer associated to w  is said to be the current wavelength 
layer. 
4. Route the connection requests one by one in the current wavelength layer. 
For any connection requests with same source and destination nodes to be 
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routed in this layer, cut the links that the backup path for this connection 
request goes through before routing. This ensures the link disjointness 
between the primary paths and the backup paths. Update the network 
topology of this wavelength layer, and remove the links used by 
already-routed connection request before routing any other connection 
request. After this step, the current wavelength layer should be maximally 
utilized for the given connection requests and no unprocessed request can 
be allocated a route in this layer. 
5. Check if all connection requests are routed and assigned wavelengths. If so, 
go to Step 6. Otherwise, go to Step 3. 
6. For connection requests with same source and destination, check any links 
shared by the paths traversed by these requests. Calculate the backup 
bandwidth needed for these primary paths according to their QoP grades. 
Exchange the paths among the primary paths if it is necessary. Assign 
wavelengths for backup paths. 
 
4.2 Simulation Results without Wavelength Limit 
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4.2.1 Wavelength Usage 
Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 show the total wavelength usage in the 8-node network and 
ARPANET. 
 
Figure 4.1 Wavelength Usage in the 8-Node Network 
 
Figure 4.2 Wavelength Usage in ARPANET 
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As the QoP grade increases, the wavelength usage in both the two networks increases 
steadily. The trend is similar to the one in the wavelength convertible networks. We 
notice that the wavelength usage in a wavelength non-convertible network is slightly 
higher than the one in a wavelength convertible network with the same physical 
topology. This may be explained by the following example. 
 
Figure 4.3 Network Topology and Wavelength Usage before Routing 
 
Figure 4.4 Paths Found from A to E 
 
Figure 4.3 shows the current physical network topology and the wavelength usage 
before route and wavelength assignment for a connection request from node A to node 
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E. On link (A, D) and link (D, E) wavelength 1w  and 2w  are used. On link (A, B) 
and (C, E) wavelength 1w  is used, and on link (B, C) wavelength 2w  is used. 
Assume that the bandwidth of this connection request is one wavelength. We choose 
the shortest path for the connection request. Figure 4.4 shows the paths found for this 
connection request. In wavelength convertible network (Figure 4.4.a), we choose the 
path A->B->C->E, though it is not the shortest one. Note that wavelength conversion 
should be done at node B and node C. In this case, three wavelengths are occupied. In 
wavelength non-convertible network, path A->B->C->E cannot be used due to the 
wavelength continuity constraint. Lightpath cannot be established if no wavelength is 
added to the network. Under the current state, one wavelength ( 3w  has to be added to 
this network to satisfy this connection request. After this wavelength is added, the 
shortest path A->D->E (Figure 4.4.b) is chosen for this connection request. In this 
example, a wavelength convertible network will consume three wavelengths to accept 
this connection request, while a wavelength non-convertible network consumes two 
wavelengths, it requires an additional wavelength to be added to the network.  
 
From this example, we can see that in a wavelength convertible network, it is easier to 
find a path from source node to destination node without the help of additional 
wavelength. However, in a wavelength non-convertible network, when wavelength 
continuity constraint cannot be satisfied, new wavelength has to be deployed and a 
short path can be found after adding the new wavelength. Usually, if a wavelength 
continuous path can be used for a specific source-destination pair, this path can also be 
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found in a network with wavelength convertibility, while the reverse case is not always 
true. Given a new wavelength in wavelength non-convertible network, the shortest 
path will be found, and the length of this path is not longer than the length of the path 
found in a wavelength convertible network. So the wavelength consumption in a 
wavelength convertible network is more than the one in wavelength non-convertible 
networks. 
 
4.2.2 Load Balancing in Networks 
Through the total wavelength consumed in a wavelength non-convertible network is 
slightly less than the one in a wavelength convertible network, it depends on the cost 
of the maximum number of wavelengths deployed in the network. Figure 4.5 and 
Figure 4.6 show the wavelength usage per link in the two networks. 
 
Figure 4.5 Wavelength Usage per Link in the 8-Node Network 
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Figure 4.6 Wavelength Usage per Link in ARPANET 
Compared to the results in wavelength convertible networks, the maximum number of 
wavelengths used in the wavelength non-convertible network is very large. In the 
8-node simulation network, the largest difference occurs when the average QoP grade 
is above 0.7, where the maximum number of wavelengths used per link is 26.46% 
higher than the average one. The minimum difference occurs when the average QoP is 
0.4, where the maximum number of wavelengths used is 16.28% higher than the 
average one per link. This result is similar to the one in the wavelength convertible 
ARPANET, in which the load balancing is not achieved well. The load balancing in 
wavelength non-convertible ARPANET is even worse. The maximum number of 
wavelengths is about 54.84% to 68.30% higher than the average one. This means that 
about 1/3 or more wavelengths in the network are idle after routing these connection 
requests. 
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4.3 Simulation Results in Wavelength-limited Networks 
The solution for a network with wavelength limit is similar to the one in a wavelength 
convertible network as described in the previous chapter. It can be briefly described as 
follows.  
1. Reserve one shortest path as backup path for each source-destination pair. Do not 
assign wavelengths for these backup paths, calculate the backup wavelength later. 
2. Let w  represent the current wavelength layer, and let 0=w . 
3. Increase w  by 1. 
4. If Ww >  , i.e., no more wavelength available, go to step 9. 
5. For any unaccepted connection request, say from s  to d , cut the backup path for 
ds −  from the this layer (w-th layer) before routing. Route and assign wavelength 
for it. Update the backup wavelength for the source-destination pair ds −  on the 
backup path. 
6. Repeat step 5 . 
7. If all connection requests are accepted, go to step 8. Otherwise, go to step 3. 
8. Algorithm ends. 
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Figure 4.7 Algorithm for Wavelength Limited Network 
 
Figure 4.7 shows the flowchart of this algorithm. The only difference is that there is no 
network topology update in this solution. In a wavelength convertible network, any 
free wavelength can be used later with the use of wavelength converters. However, in 
networks without wavelength converters, this wavelength cannot be used any more, 
because we have searched all the pending connection requests to accept them before 
adding a new wavelength to the network. Simulation results are shown in Figure 4.8 
and Figure 4.9 for the two networks. 
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Figure 4.8 Blocking Probability in 8-Node Network  
with 15 Wavelengths per Link 
 
 
Figure 4.9 Blocking Probability in ARPANET  
with 100 Wavelengths per Link 
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These results are similar to those presented in Chapter 3. The number of connection 
requests still plays the key role in affecting the blocking probability. Due to the 
wavelength continuity constraint, the blocking probability is much higher than the one 
in wavelength convertible networks. At the same time, the network capacity is reduced. 
Without wavelength converter, the 8-node network can only handle about 116 ( 10± ), 
while the ARPANET can accept about 750 ( 20± ) requests. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Work 
The work presented in this thesis considers the provisioning problem in a survivable 
mesh network with QoP requirements. Problem formulation and heuristic algorithms 
were developed. Both the wavelength-convertible and wavelength non-convertible 
schemes were considered, and the case with wavelength limit in the network was also 
taken into consideration. To save network resources (wavelengths) in the network, 
quality of protection and shared path protection were used in our algorithm.  
 
Simulations were conducted on two different network topologies. According to the 
simulation results, our algorithm performs well on a network with full wavelength 
convertibility, especially on a network with dense connectivity. The performance in 
networks without wavelength convertibility is poorer compared with networks with 
wavelength converters. In this case, both the number of un-utilized wavelengths and 
the blocking probability are higher than in networks with wavelength converters. This 
means that, in networks with wavelength convertibility, wavelength utilization 
efficiency is achieved at the cost of wavelength converters.  
 
The algorithm for networks without wavelength convertibility does not perform as 
well as the one for networks with wavelength convertibility. Backup path sharing is not 
fully utilized in this case, because the connection requests are routed one by one even 
though they are from the same source to the same destination. Whereas, in the 
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wavelength-convertible network, we can group these connection requests carefully to 
improve the sharing efficiency. How to improve further the efficiency of shared path 
protection in wavelength non-convertible networks is challenging for future work. 
 
Furthermore, an extensive study can be conducted in a network with sparse 
wavelength conversion. Networks with wavelength convertibility and without 
convertibility are the ideal and worst state for provisioning, and we presented our 
solutions and simulation results for these two extreme situations. Networks with sparse 
wavelength convertibility are also becoming practical in a real networking 
environment. They provide attractive tradeoffs between the consumptions of 
wavelengths and converters. Determining the sufficient and necessary bandwidth in 
this scenario is a future challenge. 
 
In out work, we considered static traffic demands with quality of protection 
requirements in arbitrary mesh networks. A possible future work is to study the 
dynamic traffic demand with quality of protection requirements and compare how well 
they perform when compares to other traditional approaches. 
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